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Notice No. NF-15/07 dated 22.11.2023. 
 

Sub: List of Provisionally Shortlisted applications for the post of 
‘Technical Superintendent -Electrical Engineering (Power Electronics and Power 

Systems)”. 
Ref: IIT Hyderabad’s Advt. No. IITH/2023/NF/15 dated 22.10.2023. 

 

 

Post 
Number 

Post Name 

2.4 Technical Superintendent -Electrical Engineering  (Power 
Electronics and Power Systems) 

 
1. In accordance with Para 7(10) of General Instructions of the Advertisement No. 

IITH/2023/NF/15 dated 22.11.2023, the under mentioned additional criteria has been 
adopted in addition to basic eligibility criteria advertised for shortlisting of 
applications: 

 
“3 years of additional relevant job experience in the area of Power Electronics/Power Systems”. 
 
2. The following applications are provisionally shortlisted for the post of ‘Technical 

Superintendent -Electrical Engineering (Power Electronics and Power Systems) ‘ for 
the next stage of selections. The provisionally shortlisted applicants will receive a 
call letter via registered email for next stage of selection viz. Written Test or/and Skill 
Test/Interview: 
 
Shortlisted Application Nos: 

 
328 2890 3472 4287 4859 5953 
1141 3163 3498 4321 5368 6273 
2113 3213 4214 4681 5511 7457 
 

2.1 The above applicants are provisionally shortlisted for the next stage of selection 
purely based on the information provided by the candidates in the application form 
through the online portal. If it is found out subsequently at any stage of the 
recruitment/selection process, that the provisionally shortlisted applicants do not 
fulfil the requisite eligibility criteria as notified, the Institute reserves the right to 
cancel the candidature or selection. 
 

2.2 The onus is on the candidates that the information submitted during application 
process is correct and to produce all the documents in original for document 
verification to prove their claim about their eligibility including Date of Birth, 
category (if applicable), income (if applicable), nature of being physically challenged 
(if applicable), service in the armed forces (if applicable), education, professional 
certification (if applicable), experience certificates by their employers for all the 
experience relevant to the post, etc. 
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2.3 If the candidate is not able to produce all the relevant documents in the original 

form for document verification, and/or if the information provided by the candidate 
is found to be untrue, the candidature stands automatically cancelled without any 
notice. Applicants are advised to visit the institute website regularly for further 
updates. 

 
 
 

3. The following applications are not shortlisted for next stage of selection: 
 

 
Appl. No. Reasons for not shortlisting. 

 
62 Age was more than 40 years on the closing  date of the advertisement. 
131 No proper DOB proof has been submitted. 

157 

Does not have the M-Tech/M.E. degree. No proper experience certificate 
has been submitted for work at NITW. Job experience at TCS is not relevant 
to the post advertised as it was in the area of software engineering. 
Therefore, does not have the required 3-years of relevant experience. 

171 

Although the candidate has an ME degree, the specialization is not clear. 
Hence, the degree could not be taken into consideration. The candidate 
also did not produce a proper experience certificate for job at NIT Delhi. 
The job experience at IIT Gandhinagar could also not be counted as there 
was no mention of the department/division/section/laboratory that could 
justify that the particular job experience was relevant to the advertised 
post. Because of that, candidate could not satisfy the additional 
shortlisting criterion. 

218 

The job experience certificates are incomplete. There is no clarity about 
the type of courses (i.e., theory or laboratory) that the candidate instructed 
in his previous institutions. Under such a situation, the relevance of his job 
experience to the advertised post could not be established. 

481 

The candidate did not produce any proper experience certificate for his 
last job.   The first job experience could not be counted as he did this job 
before obtaining the qualifying degree. The second job experience 
certificate is incomplete as it does not tell anything about the type (i.e., 
theory or practical) of courses he taught. For him, the qualifying degree is 
M-Tech as he got second class in B-Tech/BE. Hence, he could not satisfy 
the additional job experience criterion. 

492 
The candidate has no M-Tech degree, and his B-Tech is in Electronics and 
Communication Engineering, which does not satisfy the basic qualification 
requirement of the advertised post. 

518 
The candidate M-Tech is in Embedded Systems and B-Tech is in Electronics 
and Communication Engineering, which does not satisfy the basic 
qualification requirement of the advertised post. 

586 
The candidate M-Tech is in Electronics Engineering and B.E is in Electronics 
and Communication Engineering, which does not satisfy the basic 
qualification requirement of the advertised post. 

598 The age was more than 40 years on the closing date of the advertisement. 
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Appl. No. Reasons for not shortlisting. 
 

616 

The candidate last job experience could not be counted since there was 
no mention of the department/division/section /laboratory in the 
respective experience certificate. Under such a situation the relevance of 
the particular job experience to the advertised post could not be 
established, and he could not satisfy the additional job experience 
criterion. 

746 

No proper experience certificate was furnished for his last job. The other 
two job experience certificates are incomplete. There is no clarity about 
the type of courses (i.e., theory or laboratory) that the candidate instructed 
in his previous institutions. Under such a situation, the relevance of the 
respective  job experiences to the advertised post could not be 
established. 

850 The candidate does not satisfy the additional job experience criterion. 

856 

The candidate has only the B-Tech degree. His  job experience could not 
be counted since there was no mention of the 
department/division/section /laboratory in the respective experience 
certificate. Under such a situation, the relevance of the particular job 
experience to the advertised post could not be established, and he could 
not satisfy the basic job experience criterion.  

882 The candidate has only the B-Tech degree. Under such a situation,  he 
could not satisfy the additional job experience criterion. 

889 
The candidate does not satisfy the additional job experience criterion. His 
first job experience could not be counted as it was related to the software 
engineering, which is not relevant to the advertised post. 

1007 The candidate does not have any B-Tech/B.E. or M-Tech/M.E. degree. 

1210 

The candidate does not have any M-Tech degree. No proper experience 
certificate has been submitted for the last job.  The first field experience 
cannot be counted as a proper job experience as it was basically an 
apprenticeship training. The experience certificates for his jobs at ECIL are 
not acceptable as those were issued by third parties. Under such a 
situation, his valid job experience falls below 3 years. 

1230 No proper experience certificate has been produced. Hence the candidate 
could not meet the additional  job experience criterion. 

1253 The candidate M-Tech is in Embedded Systems. No document about her 
B-Tech/BE degree has been produced. 

1445 
The candidate M-Tech degree is in Electronics and Instrumentation, which 
is not suitable for the advertised post. He has also not produced any valid 
work experience certificate. 

1679 
The candidate does not have any job experience. Pursuing PhD cannot be 
counted as a job. Hence the candidate could not meet the additional  job 
experience criterion. 

1740 No proper experience certificate has been produced. Hence the candidate 
could not meet the additional  job experience criterion. 

1793 

Job experience certificates are incomplete. The is no mention of the type 
of courses (i.e., theory or laboratory) that he taught in his previous 
institutions. Under such a situation, the relevance of his job experiences to 
the advertised post could not be established. Therefore, the candidate 
failed to meet the additional job experience criterion.  
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Appl. No. Reasons for not shortlisting. 
 

1841 There is no document that supports that the candidate has a B-Tech/B.E. 
or M-Tech/M.E. degree. 

1885 

The last three job experiences of the candidate could not be counted as 
those were basically related to communication engineering or 
administrative work. Therefore, those job experiences are not relevant to 
the advertised post. Experience certificates for the first three jobs are also 
incomplete as the type of courses (theory or laboratory) that he instructed 
is not clear. Because of that, he could not satisfy the additional job 
experience criterion. 

1916 No proper experience certificate has been produced. Hence the candidate 
does not meet the additional  job experience criterion. 

1979 
The candidate M-Tech is in Communication Engineering and B-Tech is in 
Electronics and Communication Engineering, which does not satisfy the 
basic qualification requirement of the advertised post. 

2038 

The candidate has a dual degree, but his M-Tech degree cannot be 
counted as the class or division is not mentioned on his degree certificate.  
Moreover, no proper experience certificate has been produced for his last 
job. Thus, he does not satisfy the basic qualification requirement of the 
advertised post. 

2058 The candidate does not have any BE/B-Tech or ME/M-Tech degree. 

2079 
None of her job experiences is relevant to the advertised post as she 
basically worked in the area of Electronics and communication. Hence the 
candidate could not meet the additional  job experience criterion. 

2089 No proper experience certificate has been produced. Hence the candidate 
could not meet the additional  job experience criterion. 

2175 The candidate could not satisfy the additional job experience criterion. 

2413 No proper experience certificate has been produced. Hence, the candidate 
could not meet the additional  job experience criterion 

2449 
The document furnished to support the M-Tech degree does not provide 
any clarity about the class or percentage marks or CGPA at the end of the 
second year. No proper experience certificate has been produced. 

2826 

The candidate job experience certificate is incomplete. There is no 
mention of the type of courses (i.e., theory or laboratory) that he instructed 
in his previous institute. Under such a situation the relevance of his job 
experience to the advertised post could not be established. Consequently, 
he could not satisfy the additional job experience criterion. 

2846 The work experience is not relevant to the advertised post as the position 
is of trainee in the area of journal publication division. 

2964 

M.Tech degree does not specify specialization, hence could not be 
counted.  The first three job experience certificates are not complete. 
Experience certificates do not include the type of courses (theory or 
laboratory) that he instructed is not clear. Only 1 year of experience is valid. 
Because of that, he could not satisfy the additional job experience 
criterion.  

2991 Both B.Tech and M.Tech are in electronics and telecommunications. Not 
matching the requirements mentioned in the advertisement. 

3044 But both the experience certificates are "appointment letters". 
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Appl. No. Reasons for not shortlisting. 
 

3191 One of the experience certificates is an "office order" and hence it is not 
considered. Overall experience is 2y 2m 4d. 

3423 
Experience certificate CSIR does not match the requirement of the 
advertised post as it is related to constructions. Effective experience is 2y 
23 days. 

3704 Apprentice Trainee cannot be counted as experience. Total valid 
experience is none. 

3707 None of the work experience certificates is as per the format. Either an 
offer letter or relieving letters submitted and not considered.  

3777 Effective valid work experience is 10m 26days. Other work experience 
certificates are not as per format and missing required information. 

3862 
Office Order is not considered as a valid work experience certificate. The 
second experience certificate is not as per format and missing required 
information to ascertain relevance of experience to the applied post. 

3896 M.Tech in 2015. Valid Exp certificate produced is only for 1y 0m 14days 
3957 Work experience document is not legible and cannot be considered. 
3985 Total work experience as per certificates is only 0y 10m 28d.  
4104 Experience certificate not in format. No relevant work exp. 

4135 Work experience certificate not in required format. Pay slip submitted for 
Sept 2023 and it not considered as valid work experience certificate.  

4234 Work experience not considered as only appointment letter is submitted. 
4291 Not satisfying the required educational qualification. 

4292 Appointment orders and relieving letters are not valid experience 
certificates. Effectively valid experience is considered as 2y 19days.  

4386 Work experience certificate from IITM not submitted as per format. 
Effective work exp is only 6m 20d. 

4400 Work experience certificate not as per format and missing required 
information. 

4468 Work experience certificate not as per format and missing required 
information. 

4548 None of the work experience certificates are as per format and missing 
required information. 

4675 Pay slip is not considered as work experience certificates as per required 
format and missing required information. 

4736 
Work experience certificate missing required information, namely the 
detailed nature of work, in order to determine the relevancy to the applied 
post. 

4750 Educational qualifications not matching the requirements of the post 
applied. 

4802 
Work experience certificate missing required information, namely the 
detailed nature of work, in order to determine the relevancy to the applied 
post. 

4936 Apprentice Certificate is not considered as valid work experience 
certificate. 

5287 Pay slip is not considered as valid work experience certificate. 

5351 
No proper experience certificate has been submitted for the Job in IIT Goa.  
In the experience certificate for IIT Dharwad job, there is no mention of the 
type of  (i.e., theory or laboratory)  course instructions. 
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Appl. No. Reasons for not shortlisting. 
 

5576 

Experience in the job- Arunam Business Solutions Pvt Ltd Jaipur is before 
MTech degree and thus this experience can be counted as experience after 
BTech degree. Insufficient experience in the desired PE/PS field on BTech 
level.  

5612 

The BSNL job experience is not relevant to the advertised post as it was in 
the area of communication engineering. A sufficient work description of 
BSNL job is not provided. Insufficient experience in the desired PE/PS field 
in job- IIT Hyderabad.  

5683 The Police IT and C Organization job experience is not relevant to the 
advertised post as it was in the area of software/communication. 

5764 Insufficient relevant field experience as per advertisement. 

5875 

There is no mention of the department/division/section/laboratory the 
experience certificate for FUTURE TECHNIKS INDIA PVT LTD job; hence, 
this particular experience certificate is not acceptable. Total 6 years of 
experience in the relevant field is desired for candidate applying on BTech 
basis. Insufficient desired PE/PS experience.   

5970 No proper experience certificate has been submitted for the KHAJA 
BANDANAWAZ UNIVERSITY job. No PE/PS relevant experience. 

6118 

No proper experience certificate has been submitted for the DRDO job. 
No PEPS relevant experience mentioned in DRDO. In the experience 
certificate for CVR College of Engineering job, there is no mention of the 
type of  (i.e., theory or laboratory)  course instructions. Insufficient PE PS 
relevant experience in job-IIT Dharwad on BTech basis  

6135 
No proper experience certificate has been submitted for the ZF job. Satven 
and TCS jobs experiences are not relevant to the advertised post as it was 
in the area of software/communication engineering. 

6143 No BE/BTech in core electrical Engg. related to PE/PS.  
6310 Insufficient experience on BTech basis 

6361 

No proper experience certificate has been submitted for IIT Guwahati job 
at JT post. IIT Guwahati job on Junior Project Fellow experience is not 
relevant to the advertised post as it was in the area of 
software/communication engineering. Insufficient PEPS relevant 
experience on PE PS field on BTech basis.  

6368 No proper experience certificate has been submitted for Power Grid job. 

6525 

No Power Electronics and Power System relevant MTech degree. 
Apprenticeship cannot be counted as a job experience. There is no 
mention of the department/division/section/laboratory the experience 
certificate for Bheema Institutes and BITS jobs; hence, the particular 
experience certificate is not acceptable. 

6535 

No proper experience certificate has been submitted for the NIT 
Tiruchirapally job. NIT Andhra Pradesh experience certificates of tenure 
(11-08-2020 to 17-07-2021; 24-07-2019 to 30-06-2020; 18-07-2018 to 31-
05-2019) are considered for calculating the experiences as both theory 
and laboratory are been handled. In the experience certificates for NITK 
SURATHKAL 
and NIT ANDHRA PRADESH (18-07-2016 to 15-07-2017) jobs, there is no 
mention of the type of (i.e., theory or laboratory)  course instructions. 
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Appl. No. Reasons for not shortlisting. 
 

6550 No proper experience certificate has been submitted for BHEL job, on 
BE/BTech basis. 

6644 
In the experience certificate for Rajiv Gandhi University of Knowledge 
Technologies job, there is no mention of the type of  (i.e., theory or 
laboratory)  course instructions. 

6661 No proper experience certificate has been submitted for MAULANA AZAD 
NATIONAL URDU UNIVERSITY job. 

6879 No desired PE PS relevant experience. 

6908 
8 months PE PS experience certificate provided. No proper experience 
certificate has been submitted for the BARC job. Insufficient experience on 
BTech basis. 

7003 Insufficient experience on BTech basis. 
7044 No relevant PE/PS experience on BE/BTech basis 

7077 No proper experience certificate has been submitted for Marri Laxman 
Reddy job. Pursuance of PhD cannot be counted as a job experience. 

7184 
BE/BTech (1year PGDM not considered) (BE/BTech not in core electrical. 
No proper experience certificate has been submitted for the Chennai 
Metro Rail Limited job. 

7284 

IVRCL LIMITED job experience certificate does not describe job profile. 
Power electronics and Power system relevant experience is desired as per 
advertised post. No proper experience certificate has been submitted for 
EVIO PRIVATE LIMITED  job. 

7318 

No proper experience certificate has been submitted for Malla Reddy 
Institute of Technology and Science job for duration 2/09/23 till date. In 
the experience certificate for Malla Reddy College of Engineering job for 
duration 23-03-2021 to 01-09-23, there is no mention of the type of  (i.e., 
theory or laboratory)  course instructions. Experience certificates for 
Rammya infra and  GSK water enviro PvtLtd are merged. In the experience 
certificate for Samskruti College of Engineering  Technology job, there is 
no mention of the type of  (i.e., theory or laboratory)  course instructions. 

7389 In the experience certificate for TKM COLLEGE job, there is no mention of 
the type of  (i.e., theory or laboratory)  course instructions. 

7452 In the experience certificate for SVUCE SV UNIVERSITY  job, there is no 
mention of the type of  (i.e., theory or laboratory)  course instructions. 

7502 
 Information provided by candidate does not match with total experience 
in mentioned in certificate. Insufficient desired PE PS relevant field 
experience  

7509 DOB certificate not showing DOB 

7522 No proper experience certificate has been submitted for the BOSCH 
GLOBAL SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGIES job.   

7649 BTech and MTech degrees are not in core electrical engineering relevant 
to Power electronics and power system  

7701 No proper experience certificate has been submitted for Mecon Ltd job. 
Experience certificate of Power Mech is less than 3 years on BTech basis. 
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Note for not shortlisted candidates: 
 
3.1 The applicant (s) 'not shortlisted' may submit their Discrepancies/Grievances, if any 

using the link sent to the applicants’ registered email id. 
 

3.2 Deadline for submission of Discrepancies/Grievances is on or before 5:30 PM on 
25.11.2023. Submission of any grievance after the due date & time shall not be 
considered  for examination/review. 

 
3.3 Submission of any additional documents at this stage is not allowed. IITH reserves 

the right   to   determine the relevance of any professional experience to the post 
applied for. 

 
3.4 Mere submission of grievance(s) shall not confer any right on the applicant to demand 

acceptance of candidature or cannot be construed as an acknowledgement of 
fulfilling the eligibility criteria, which is subject to examination of the Review 
Committee for the purpose. 

 
3.5 The decision of the Review Committee will be final and binding on the matter. 

 
3.6 Applicants are advised to visit the Institute’s website regularly for further updates. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Sd/-  
Registrar 

IIT Hyderabad 
 
 

**** 


